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its adoption of features which have since become standard prac-
tice in electric railroading. Henry claims to have introduced the
use of the overhead trolley. Whether this be true or not, the
word " trolley" was first coined by the employees upon this road
as a contraction for "troller,"the word first applied to the four-
wheeled carriage which was used on the overhead wire as a
current collector and connected with the car by means of a flexible
cable. The use of the trolley rope for replacing the trolley was
of much more significance than it would at first appear because
of the fact that it was formerly customary to hire a boy to ride on
top of the car to keep the trolley on the wire. The present sys-
tem of span construction and feeder installation was first de-
veloped by Henry on this road. His overhead conductors con-
sisted of two No. 1 B. & S. bare copper wires spliced every 60 ft.,
for this was the greatest single length procurable at this time.
The rails used were those which had been installed 12 years before
for horse car service and weighed but 12 Ib. per yard. They were
at first bonded by driving horse-shoe nails between the fish plates
and the rails. The motor, was a 5 hp. Van Depoele type con-
nected with the axles by means of a clutch and a 5-speed
differential gearing. The generator was a series arc machine of
10 hp. developing a voltage up to 1000 volts. Although Henry
was able to mount 7 per cent, grades without difficulty, the
Cleveland road was the only other practical road operating in
America at that time and it was extremely difficult to gain the
confidence of the public.
Of the roads that were installed during the next few years,
the one which gave the greatest impetus to electric traction and
the one often quoted as the first electric road in the United States
was that in Richmond, Va., equipped in the year 1888 by Frank
J. Sprague. At this time Mr. Sprague was already prominent
in the railway field, although much of his time had been given
to the development of the stationary motor. In a paper before
the Society of Arts of Boston in 1885 he had advocated the
equipment of the New York Elevated Railway with motors
carried upon the trucks of the regular cars. In 1886 a series of
tests were carried on upon the tracks of the 34th Street branch
of this road. These experiments, like many previous ones, how-
ever, were finally suspended because of the impossibility of
interesting the railway management sufficiently to launch out
upon a commercial installation.

